We propose a quantum interference cooling scheme for a nano-mechanical resonator (NAMR) in a hybrid optomechanical system. In our scheme, atoms are trapped in an optomechanical cavity, and this optomechanical cavity interacts both atoms and an optical cavity. Therefore, the absorption of the optomechanical resonator can be modified by quantum interference effects induced by the atom-cavity and cavity-cavity couplings. With the modification of the quantum interference, the desired transition for cooling is enhanced, while the undesired transition for heating can be suppressed. As a result, the NAMR vibration can be cooled down to its ground state. Particularly, with the assistance of the atoms, the experimental difficulty can be reduced since the effective decay rate of the cavity can be decreased via the quantum interference for the atom-cavity coupling.
ground-state cooling of NAMR can be realized in hybrid atom-optomechanical systems [40] [41] [42] , as the absorption spectrum of the NAMR can be modified by the interaction between the atoms and the optical field indirectly, which allows the NAMR to be cooled down to its vibrational ground state.
Here we propose a cooling scheme with atoms trapped in an optomechanical cavity, which couples to a single-mode optical cavity. In our system, there are two different channels for quantum interference effects, one is from the atom-cavity coupling and the other is from the cavity-cavity coupling. Both of them satisfy the conditions for two-photon resonance. The combination of these two quantum interference effects can not only reduce the experimental difficult on the cavity quality, but also enhance the transition for cooling and suppress the one for heating. As a result, the ground-state cooling of the NAMR can be achieved.
Compared with the previous works involving only one quantum interference effect [43] [44] [45] , our scheme with the additional quantum interference effect is more efficient and can cool the NAMR down to its ground state with less mean phonon number. Moreover, different from the previous works for cooling, which is limited by the decay rates of the cavity 43, 44 and the atoms 45 , our scheme can work even with larger decay rates due to the combination of two quantum interference effects. As a result, our scheme reduces the experimental difficulty and works within a broader parameter regime.
Results
Model, Hamiltonian. As shown in Fig. 1 , an ensemble of N atoms are trapped in an optomechanical cavity 2 with an atom-cavity coupling strength g a 46 . The optomechanical cavity 2 couples to a single-mode cavity 1 with a strength J, and is also driven by an external field at a frequency ω l with a driven strength ε. Thus the Hamiltonian of this system can be written as (ħ = 1) H a a a a bb S i a e ae J a a a a g a S S a ga a b b
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where a j (a j † , j = 1, 2) and b † b ( ) are annihilation (creation) operators for cavity j and NAMR, which take the corresponding frequencies ω j and ω m , respectively, each atom in the ensemble owns an excited state e and a ground state g with a transition frequency ω eg , = ∑ | 〉〈 | ; g is the single-photon radiation coupling coefficient. The first four items in Hamiltonian (1) are for the free Hamiltonians of the two cavities, the NAMR and the atoms, respectively. The fifth item shows the driven field on the optomechanics. The last items describe the interactions for cavity-cavity, atom-cavity, and radiation coupling, respectively. Assume the atom number N of the atomic ensemble is large enough, under the condition of the weak excitation, we can define the ground and excited state of the atomic ensemble as |g〉 = |g 1 , g 2 , ..., g N 〉 and
, , , , ,  , we can ensure that only one of the atom in the atomic ensemble can be virtual excited 37, 47 . In the rotating frame with frequency ω l , the Hamiltonian (2) can be rewritten as 
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The dynamics of this system is governed by following quantum Langevin equations, Figure 1 . Schematic of our scheme. The optical cavity 1 couples to the optomechanical cavity 2 with the strength J. One two-level atomic ensemble, initially populated in its ground state, is trapped in the optomechanical cavity with a coupling strength g a . The optomechanical cavity is also driven by an external field ε l . The right-hand side mirror of the optomechanical cavity can be moved via radiation pressure. where κ j , γ m and γ denote the decay rates of the cavity j, NAMR and atomic ensemble, respectively. O in is the noise operator with a nonzero correlation function
is the thermal phonon number with k B and T being the Boltzmann constant and the environment temperature, respectively.
Suppose that the atomic ensemble is initially in its the ground state g 48 . Then the steady-state values of the system are
In the case of g a = 0, our system would be reduced to the model in ref. 43 . Under the condition of the weak excitation, only one atom can be virtual excited, and the rest atoms are in ground state 37, 47 . With the application of the linearization approximation 18, 19 , all the operators can be written as the sum of steady-state mean values and their fluctuations, e.g., a 1,2 = 〈a 1,2 〉 + δa 1, 2 
Then the above Langevin equations are rewritten as 
The corresponding effective Hamiltonian for the above Langevin equations can be described by 
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where P n is the probability for the NAMR in the Fock state n . 
FF a 2 2 2 1 The three items in Eq. (9) correspond to the correlation functions of the fluctuations from the cavity 2, cavity 1, and atoms, respectively.
With the application of the rate Eq. (7), the final mean phonon number of the NAMR is n n n n n n ( ) , Absorption spectrums and cooling processes. Now, we will discuss the absorption spectrum and the cooling processes in our system. The absorption spectrum S FF (ω) versus the frequency ω with different coupling strengths (J, g a ) are plotted in Fig. 2 . Since the optomechanical cavity works in the nonresolved-sideband regime, i.e., the decay rate of cavity is much larger than the frequency of the NAMR, when the optomechanical cavity 2 is decoupled from the cavity 1 and the atom ensemble (J = 0, N = 0), the absorption spectrum is in a Lorentz profile with a half width κ 2 . On the other hand, with the assistance of the good cavity and the atomic ensemble, the Lorentz profile can be modified to a Fano one for quantum interference 50, 51 , and the ground-state cooling of the NAMR can be achieved for this reason.
Quantum interference can be followed from the eigen-energies of the dressed states of Hamiltonian (6) ( ) here we have set Δ 1 = Ω. These three eigen-energies correspond to three inflection points in the absorption spectrum S FF (ω) [see Fig. 2 ]. E 0 = Ω denotes a dark state, meaning no absorption at this point for the quantum destructive interference. As a result, we can set
to suppress the transition for heating process. Moreover, to get the ground-state cooling of the NAMR, the value S FF (ω = ω m ) in the absorption spectrum for cooling must be enhanced. In other words, it is necessary to ensure E + = ω m , so that the absorption spectrum S FF (ω = ω m ) can reach its maximum value by adjusting the coupling strengths (J, g a ) with quantum constructive interference. Then, we get the optimal condition for two coupling strengths as
a m m 2 2 2 which is independent of the decay rates, since the eigen-energy has no relation with the decay rates. Figure 3 shows the absorption spectrum S FF (ω) versus ω for the decay rate κ 1 of the cavity a 1 with parameters of Δ ∼ 2 = −0.1 ω m and J = 0.45 ω m . Under the optimal condition as Eq. (14), the heating process can be completely suppressed [i.e., the value of S FF (ω = −ω m ) approaches zero], the absorption spectrum value S FF (ω = ω m ) for the cooling process can reach its maximal value of the curve with a good cavity (κ 1 = 0.1 ω m ). With the increase of the cavity decay rate κ 1 , a ground-state cooling can still be achieved with a bad cavity (κ 1 = 3 ω m ), since the absorption spectrum for the bad cavity is almost same as the one for the good cavity. It results from the fact that the heating process is suppressed by the quantum interference for the atom-cavity coupling. As such, different from the methods in refs [43] [44] [45] , where the good cavity 43, 44 (atom 45 )is an essential condition to guarantee the minimal value S FF (−ω m ) approaching zero, our scheme, which combines two quantum interference effects, can work beyond this condition.
With the assistance of quantum interference, the cooling mechanism of the hybrid optomechanical system in our scheme can be understood from Fig. 4 , where n 1 , n 2 and n b are the states of the single-mode cavity 1, optomechanical cavity 2 and the NAMR, respectively. If the system is initially in the state n n n g, , , b
, under the action of the optical pump field, the photons are injected into the optomechanical cavity 2, the state n n n g, , , b
will evolve to the state + n n n g, , 1
. In this situation, the photons in optomechanical cavity 2 are transferred into the phonons on the NAMR via the transition + → + n n n n n n g g , , 1, , , , 1
by the radiation coupling G. This cooling transition can be enhanced by two quantum constructive interference effects. One is between the two transitions n n n g, , 1, b 1 2 + → n n n g, 1, , b 1 2 + → n n n g, , , b
and n n n g, , 1, b
. The other is from the transitions n n n g, , 1, b 1 2 + → n n n e, , , b 1 2 → n n n g, , , b
. These two quantum constructive interference effects can also enhance the transition from n n n g, , , 1 The final mean phonon numbers n c (n f ) versus the cavity-cavity coupling strength J in the resolved regime and non-resolved regime are simulated in Fig. 5(a,b) , respectively. When the system works in the resolved regime, in the idea case (T = 0 K), with the increase of the cavity-cavity coupling strength J, the final mean phonon number n c can be approach to zero [see Fig. 5(a) ]. It's due to the fact that, with the increase of the cavity-cavity coupling strength J, the quantum interfrence can enhance the line width of the spectrum for non-absorption, and suppress the 2nd-order transition for heating largely. Note that, when the atomic ensemble is decoupled from the optomechanical cavity = N g ( 0 )
a , our results return to the ones in refs 43, 44 . Moreover, after the environmental heating is included, the final phonon number will be increased. It results from the fact that, with the increase of the . Other parameters are chosen as κ 2 = 3 ω m , γ = 0.01 ω m . The effective detuning 2 Δ ∼ always satisfies the optimal condition of Eq. (14) . 2 will deviate from E + ≡ ω m , and the cooling rate will decrease, while the environmental heating is a constant, and the final phonon number will increase. It's worthy to point out the follows. With the introduction of the atomic ensemble, our scheme can cool the NAMR to its ground state when the cavity-cavity coupling is very weak, since the additional quantum interference can be created by the atom-cavity coupling.
On the other hand, when the system works in the non-resolved regime, the quantum interference for the cavity-cavity coupling can't cool the NAMR to its ground state, since the first blue side-band transition can't be suppressed totally when the cavity decay rate is very large. However, this problem can be overcome by adding the atomic ensemble [see Fig. 5(b) ]. In this situation, the additional quantum interference caused by the atoms can further modify the absorption spectrum, and the final mean phonon number n c turns to be very close to n c = 0 [see black line in Fig. 5(b) ]. It means that the hybrid optomechanical system in our scheme can cool the NAMR to its ground state more effectively due to the combination of two quantum interference effects for the atom-cavity coupling and cavity-cavity coupling, and thus the experimental difficulties are reduced in this way.
Discussion
In summary, we have shown the NAMR can be cooled to its ground state in the hybrid optomechanical system, where one two-level atomic ensemble is trapped in the optomechanical cavity, which is coupling to an additional optical cavity. Due to combination of two quantum interference effects from the atom-cavity coupling and cavity-cavity coupling, the heating processes are suppressed, while the cooling processes are enhanced. Compared with previous cooling methods involving only one quantum interference effect [43] [44] [45] , the combination of two quantum interference effects can reduce the limit on the line-widths of the cavity and atoms. As a result, our scheme can cool the NAMR down to its ground state more efficiently. In particular, our scheme is experimentally feasible for lower-quality cavities, and the experimental difficulty can be reduced in this way.
